Direct observation of flow and bubble behavior in flat sheet modules with a distributor
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The air sparging method, which involves the introduction of air bubbles, is widely used in membrane separation to enhance performance. However, in flat sheet modules with distributors, the bubble behavior is complicated, which can have a critical impact on the air sparging efficiency. In this work, industrial-scale transparent modules were fabricated to visualize the two-phase flow with a distributor in different air sparging methods. Initially, the pressure drop in the channels induced by the inclusion of a distributor and spacer was evaluated, and the flow regime of the fluid was determined in visualization test. As for two-phase flows, five different solutions were investigated, categorized into two groups according to the coalescence behavior, namely the coalescence group and the non-coalescence group. Then, the bubble behaviors in a tubular flow module with different air sparging devices were studied for the two coalescence groups. In the pre-mixing method, the anti-coalescence phenomenon of bubbles clearly occurred at a high gas flow rate in the non-coalescence system. When an aerator head was used, smaller air bubbles were obtained, especially for the non-coalescence system, while the bubbles were small enough to ignore the resistance of the orifice. The flow patterns were subsequently investigated with empty flat sheet modules with different air sparging devices. Three flow regions were depicted for different solutions and air sparging devices. In the pre-mixing method, the coalescence effect led to a higher liquid flow rate being required to reach region (III) for water. The introduction of an aerator nozzle had the advantage of uniformly distributing the bubbles, while a higher gas flow rate was required to achieve a bubbly flow. With the incorporation of a spacer, the liquid flow rates needed to be higher than 0.32 m s⁻¹ and 0.29 m s⁻¹ to eliminate stagnant bubbles in the pre-mixing and air nozzle methods, respectively, in the coalescence system, and it was found the phenomenon was similar as for ethanol solution. According to our results, optimal operating conditions of air sparging devices for two-phase flow are proposed.

1. Introduction

Membrane separation is widely used in many industrial applications.1–5 Concentration polarization6–7 and membrane fouling8–9 significantly influence the membrane performance. Several techniques have been adopted to minimize these phenomena, such as applying a pre-treatment method, introduction of a turbulence promoter,10,11 membrane surface modification,12 and air sparging,13,14 which is supposed to be promising since it could be mild to the membrane surface and should not introduce other impurities.15,16 Extensive research has been carried out on tubular and hollow fiber modules and the performance improvement by the air sparging method has been proven.17,18 Flat sheet modules are one of the fundamental types available in the marketplace and could cover a broad range of feed solutions, though it is difficult to overcome their low packing density and high unit cost. However, only limited works have focused on flat sheet modules19–21 let alone channels with spacers22 or distributors, which represent significant parts of flat sheet modules.

Net-type spacers or turbulence promoters are used in flat sheet modules to create a turbulent flow in order to eliminate concentration polarization, while the distributor is usually adopted to acquire a uniform fluid flow,23,24 as a complicated situation can occur when a two-phase flow is incorporated, compared with flow in an empty channel. Effective module design and optimization of the operating conditions can help gain a basic knowledge of the air sparging behaviors inside the modules.

Numerous studies25–27 have investigated the pressure losses and transport promoting effect in spacer-filled channels; while in contrast, little attention has been paid to the situation with two-phase flows. Ndinisa19,20 reported a comprehensive work on bubble flows in submerged flat sheet modules filled with spacer-like baffles. Channels equipped with traditional
industrial diamond-like spacers were investigated by Willems for the first time, who studied the bubble flow behaviors under various spacers as well as the liquid and gas velocities through the use of visualization methods. Subsequently, the cleaning effect of a two-phase flow in spacer-filled channels was further validated, although the detailed flow behavior attracted little concern. Recently, particle image velocimetry (PIV) was introduced to obtain a more intuitive image of two-phase flows; however, precise instruments need to be adopted. In comparison, the direct observation method could be a convenient and economical way.

It is well known that, for tubular-shaped (tubular and hollow fiber module) and flat-shaped modules (flat sheet and disk module), bubbles should present a large bullet shape and approach the diameter or channel height to fulfill the cleaning effect. Under this circumstance, the movement of bubbles could disturb the boundary layer to hinder the formation of concentration polarization or a fouling layer. Moreover, the distribution of bubbles could affect the cleaning area of the membrane surface. However recently, many researchers have turned their attention to microbubbles (tens of micrometers in size) as they have peculiar characteristics to eliminate membrane fouling. However, on account of the different cleaning mechanism, they are not discussed herein. It is worth mentioning that, the coalescence behavior of bubbles could be drastically affected by a minute addition of surface-active materials. Surface-active molecules tend to accumulate at the gas–liquid interface to form a directional-alignment monolayer, which could hinder the motion of a liquid film, which is a crucial step for bubble coalescence. Therefore, it could be expected that there may be great discrepancies in the bubble-sized flow distribution and coalescence behavior, even under the same channel geometry.

Various aeration devices could be good candidates to improve the flow characteristics, among which an aerator head, aerator nozzle, and a pre-mixing method are discussed in this study. In this work, transparent modules of an industrial scale were fabricated. The pressure drop of the modules induced by a distributor and spacer was evaluated and visualization tests were carried out with the aid of an indicator. The bubble behavior in a tubular flow module and the flow patterns with different air sparging devices in flat sheet modules were investigated in coalescence and non-coalescence systems, respectively. Consequently, optimal operating conditions of air sparging devices for two-phase flow are proposed. With the results of the experiments, we aimed to obtain a greater understanding of bubble behavior in flat sheet modules with a spacer, distributor, and air sparging devices in different solutions, which could contribute to future work toward enhancing membrane performance.

2. Experimental

2.1. Spacer and materials

The spacer used in this study was obtained from commercial spiral-wound modules (Hydranautics, USA), with the structure of one repeating unit, as shown in Fig. 1.

The spacer filament could be viewed as a cylinder with a diameter of 0.5 mm; therefore, the net thickness of the spacer was 1 mm. The geometry parameters of the spacer were calculated using the methods proposed by Schock. Consequently, the porosity (ε) and hydraulic diameter (d_h) of the spacer investigated were 0.8429 and 1.035, respectively.

Five typical solutions were chosen to represent the separation systems most commonly encountered in ultrafiltration, nanofiltration, or reverse osmosis. A list of the solutions is shown in Table 1.

Deionized water from Jiangheuan Corporation was used throughout the entire investigations. Ethanol, MgSO_4, and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) were supplied by Beijing Chemical Reagents Corporation, while Bull Serum Albumin (BSA) was acquired from Alfa Aesar. All the chemicals were used directly without further purification. Red ink, purchased from Shanghai Fine Stationery Corporation, was diluted to a certain extent as an indicator for flow visualization.

2.2. Experimental setup

Visualization tests were performed in the self-designed setup demonstrated in Fig. 2. The test solutions were circulated in the system with the aid of a centrifugal pump (TE-5S-MD, MARCH, USA) and the temperature was maintained at room temperature by using an air conditioner. The membrane cell was transparent and was made of polymethacrylate (PMMA) to allow direct visualization of the channel inside. Other than a traditional flat sheet module, the permeate part was omitted, since the permeate flux was too small to affect the main flow stream that we were focused on. A precise pressure difference transmitter (HY3051DP, Beijing Xinhaizhongfeng Technology, 2017) was used to monitor the pressure drop and loss of permeate.

Table 1. The test solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Concentration (ppm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Deionized water</td>
<td>Pure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>MgSO_4</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>BSA</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>SDS</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
China) was adopted to evaluate the pressure losses through the module. Compressed air was fed to the module by the air source. The fluid and gas flow rates were regulated by valves and detected by using flowmeters. Fluid flow was captured with a digital camera (Nikon D90, Japan) equipped with a micro lens and high speed shutter.

The details of the membrane cell are shown in Fig. 3. The cell consisted of three parts that were stacked in turns and fastened by bolts to form the fluid channel. The distributor consisted of a series of rectangular holes connected to the chambers to avoid maldistribution of the fluid. The channel could be empty or embedded with a spacer according to the different demands. The effective “membrane” area was 160 × 250 square mm, while the distributor holes were in the scale of several mms.

2.3. Air sparging approaches

Air sparging has been proven to be an effective method to control membrane fouling. Three different devices, depicted in Fig. 4, for introducing air were adopted to investigate the gas behavior in the flow channel. The aerator head possessed a pore size of 2 μm to generate small-sized bubbles, while an aerator nozzle with 1 mm parallel holes could be used to obtain medium-sized bubbles. Besides, the pre-mixing method could offer large-scale bubbles.

A tubular flow module was designed to describe the two-phase flow passing the distributor, which is depicted in Fig. 5. Transparent tubular flow module was fabricated with one tiny hole in the middle of the bottom to simulate a distributor. The diameter of the tube was much larger than the bubble size...
to make sure the bubbles could be well developed. Also, a different air sparging method was employed linked to the mix chamber. As we were restricted by the structure of the mix chamber, a syringe needle with an inner diameter of 1 mm was used to represent the aerator nozzle. The module was placed perpendicular to the ground and the solutions were kept stationary.

2.4. Methods

2.4.1 Pressure drop and flow visualization of a single-phase flow. Pure deionized water at room temperature was adopted in the circulating system. Three-way connections were used at the inlet and outlet of the flat sheet module, while the third branch was linked to the pressure difference transmitter to evaluate the pressure drop of the whole module. Two measured holes (less than 1 mm in diameter) were opened on the central line of the top plate within the range of the empty channel (between the distributors), which could be alternatively connected to the pressure difference transmitter to acquire the pressure drop in the absence of the distributors. In comparison, the pressure drop of the spacer-filled channel was also investigated using the above method.

The flow behavior passing through the distributor was studied with the aid of the camera. Initially, a small amount of indicator was injected into the flow inlet carefully to make it stationary and then the three-way connections were turned to the main flow tube to push the indicator through the distributor hole to form a straight indicator column. Meanwhile, the flow paths were recorded by the camera with a high speed shutter.

2.4.2 Test solutions. Five representative solutions (deionized water, ethanol solution, MgSO₄ solution, BSA solution, and SDS solution) were selected to investigate the bubble behavior. Static-state tests were conducted in the measuring cylinder accompanied with the aerator head lying on the bottom at a low gas flow rate of 27 mL min⁻¹. The bubble behavior was recorded by the camera.

Bubbles behaviors with different air sparging methods were researched in the tubular flow module. Deionized water (representing the coalescence system) or ethanol solution (representing the non-coalescence system) was filled in the tube in advance, while different air sparging devices were adopted to introduce air from the bottom of the mix chamber. For various gas flow rates, diverse bubble behaviors were captured by the camera.

Contact angle measurements were carried out on a contact angle analyzer (Dataphysics Instruments, USA) for the five solutions at room temperature. The tests were performed on a Teflon surface, with at least five individual measurements made and the average taken for each solution.

2.4.3 Flow visualization of two-phase flow. Deionized water and ethanol solution were the two chosen delegates for the coalescence system and non-coalescence system, respectively. A series of experiments were performed based on the two systems with different air sparging devices under various liquid and gas velocities. Parallel experiments were done in an empty rectangular channel and in a channel with spacers. Two-phase flow pictures were taken by the camera to investigate the bubble behavior and distributions.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Pressure drop and flow visualization of a single-phase flow

To describe the flow characteristics of the fluid in the channel with or without a spacer, the Re number was adopted, which is expressed in eqn (1) as:

\[ \text{Re} = \frac{d_h u}{\mu} \]

where \( d_h \) is the hydraulic diameter, while \( \rho \), \( u \), and \( \mu \) are the density, the superficial velocity, and the viscosity of the fluid at room temperature, respectively. \( d_h \) in the empty channel was calculated according to the non-circular tube method, whereas the value for the spacer-filled channel is given in Section 2.1. The friction factor \( f \) is a dimensionless variable that is commonly used to compare the head loss of different situations to the same standard. The expression for this is shown in eqn (2):

\[ f = \frac{2\Delta P d_h}{l \mu u^2} \]

where \( \Delta P \) and \( l \) are the pressure drop and channel length, respectively. Furthermore, Darcy’s friction factor equation, as in eqn (3), is often employed to demonstrate the relationship between \( f \) and Re:

\[ f = a \text{Re}^{-b} \]

where \( a \) and \( b \) are adjustable variables.

Friction factors and the Re number values of a spacer-filled channel without a distributor were calculated from the experimental measurements and were subsequently plotted in Fig. 6. The relationship with the empty channel was obtained by theoretical calculation by following the Fanning equation.

For the empty channel, since the flow was in typical laminar regimes (Re < 2000), the plot exhibited a straight line under logarithmic coordinates; whereas, two different variation trends
were acquired in a spacer-filled channel, which could be viewed as different flow regimes. Correspondingly the intersection of the two fitting lines indicated the critical Re number of around 100, which was consistent with our previous work.²²

To evaluate the pressure drop introduced by the inclusion of a distributor, the pressure differences were measured with and without the three parts (inlet, outlet tube, and distributor), with the results displayed in Fig. 7.

The pressure losses were calculated by using the Fanning equation for an empty channel due to its simple structure, while the pressure drops in a channel with a distributor were measured directly. Obviously, the pressure losses were much higher in the latter since there were many factors contributing. The flow at the inlets and outlet of the channel experienced sudden expansion or contraction head losses, while a more severe phenomenon occurred in the flow passing the holes of the distributor. Moreover, the fluid velocity in rectangular holes was much higher than the bulk flow. Therefore, the flow regime might rush into the turbulent region, which undoubtedly brought about extra head losses.

The visualization tests further confirmed the flow regime switch induced by the rectangular holes, as demonstrated in Fig. 8.

With the increase in the velocity, the Re numbers grow as well. It should be pointed out that the Re numbers in rectangular holes (noted as Reₐ) were much larger than those in the empty channel. In the laminar region, the flow was stable, while the indicator column length rose as the flow rate increased, before distinct scattering occurred. With the flow rate ascending further, the mixing phenomenon was gradually observed, thus the streamline length began to reduce due to the quick mixing leaving less time for the column to grow. At Re numbers much higher than 2000, the flow region could be viewed as being deeply in the turbulent region, thus the drastic mixing gave little time for the column to develop. This circumstance is beneficial for minimizing the concentration polarization, although the pressure losses are unavoidable. In conclusion, turbulent regions in distributor holes are recommend for good operation, while a too high flow velocity is unnecessary since it might lead to significant head losses.

3.2. Coalescence behavior of different solutions

In air sparging processes, bubble coalescence is commonly observed when the bubbles approach each other and collide. Different from a pure water system, with the incorporation of a tiny amount of organics, the coalescence behavior of bubbles could be restricted, which is known as a non-coalescence system.²³,²⁴ Here, air was introduced in the test solutions by use of an aerator head under a low gas flow rate to obtain individual bubbles, which are depicted in Fig. 9.

The bubble behavior of the test solutions could be divided into two categories, namely the coalescence group (pure water, MgSO₄ solution) and the non-coalescence group (ethanol solution, BSA solution, SDS solution). Contact angle measurements

![Fig. 7 Pressure drops of the channel with and without a distributor.](image)

![Fig. 8 Liquid column length and Reₐ numbers.](image)

![Fig. 9 Air bubbles in test solutions generated by an aerator head: (a) pure water; (b) ethanol solution; (c) MgSO₄ solution; (d) BSA solution; (e) SDS solution.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Concentration (ppm)</th>
<th>Contact angle (°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>Pure</td>
<td>104.4 ± 3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>74.6 ± 2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgSO₄</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>108.0 ± 8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSA</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>94.7 ± 4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDS</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>88.0 ± 2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
reflected that, with a tiny addition of organics or surface-active substance, the contact angle dropped sharply, as shown in Table 2.

MgSO₄ could be viewed as a non-surface-active substance that leads to an increase in the surface tension of solution. Therefore, accompanied with pure water, MgSO₄ solution could be regarded as a coalescence system. Nevertheless, the other three additions tended to aggregate around the bubble surface, which lowered the surface tension. The surface-active substances gave rise to the resistance of bubble stretch, which is the crucial step for bubble coalescence. Attributed to the low gas flow rate, no coalescence behavior could be observed in the moving process, thus we could conclude that the bubbles had been well developed just after leaving the aerator head. In the coalescence group, the bubble size ranged from 2 mm to 5 mm, as roughly measured from Fig. 9 (the length of the minor scale mark is 2 mm), while the size was a bit lager in the MgSO₄ solution, ascribed to the higher surface tension. As for the bubbles in the non-coalescence group, the precise bubble size was difficult to measure under the present resolution; however, they were well below 1 mm.

3.3. Bubble behavior in the tubular flow module with different air sparging devices

Three air sparging methods were adopted to investigate the bubble behavior passing through one “distributor hole” in the tubular flow module outlined in Fig. 5. The diameter of the module was wide enough to make sure that there was no contribution to the coalescence of bubbles. Gas was injected into the mixing chamber and subsequently entered the transparent tube filled with the coalescence solution (e.g., pure water as a representative solution) or non-coalescence solution (e.g., ethanol solution as a representative solution) through an orifice. It is worth mentioning that the air bubbles introduced by the syringe needle were larger than the size of orifice and so easily gathered below the separation plate to form an air layer. However, the situation was similar with the pre-mixing method, which means they could be studied together.

The bubble behavior in a stationary liquid under different gas flow rates and air sparging devices are shown in Fig. 10.

In the pre-mixing method, a gas layer could be observed under the orifice, thus the bubbles were move upward driven by buoyancy and impeded by the orifice. At a low gas flow rate of 27 mL min⁻¹ in the coalescence system, the isolated bubbles exhibited an ellipsoidal shape with a long axis of 4–6 mm. As the flow rate rose to 130 mL min⁻¹, the coalescence behavior was distinctly observed where the bubbles “grew” larger with an irregular surface, as shown in Fig. 10(b). With regard to ethanol solution, the bubble behavior presented little discrimination at low gas flow rate. As for a high gas flow, the coalescence tendency was restrained, where the aggregated bubbles exhibited obvious boundaries, as described in Fig. 10(d). Generally, the cleaning effect of the bubbles was obvious once the bubble size approached the diameter of the tubular module, which is known as the slug flow. For a flat sheet module, the height of the channel (empty or spacer filled) rarely exceed 5 mm, therefore the cleaning effect could be maintained in either coalescence or non-coalescence systems using the pre-mixing methods.

When an aerator head was introduced, smaller air bubbles of 0.5–1.5 mm were obtained under a low gas flow rate of 27 mL min⁻¹ in water. As the flow rate increased, air bubbles were driven to coalesce until a gas layer was formed, whereby the same phenomenon occurred as in pre-mixing methods. In ethanol solution, the bubbles were small enough to ignore the resistance of the orifice, such that the gas flow rate only influenced the density of bubbles. In traditional tubular modules, the slug flow was supposed to be effective, while the small bubbles were far away from reaching the standard in a flat sheet even in a spacer-filled channel. Recently, extensive research has focused on microbubbles to explore their potential to eliminate membrane fouling found in many applications. The bubbles obtained above approached the size of microbubbles though different generating approaches were adopted,
therefore a transport-facilitation effect could be expected and further research is needed to investigate this further.

3.4. Two-phase flow patterns in an empty flat sheet module

Flow patterns were investigated in empty flat sheet modules with different air sparging devices. The modules possessed a width of 160 mm, such that the distribution besides bubble coalescence behavior should be taken into consideration. The pre-mixing method remained the same as in Section 3.3, while the aerator nozzle shown in Fig. 4(b) was adopted below the distributor. Due to the limited dimension of the air sparging head, the function area could not cover the wide range of the

![Flow regimes in vertical empty flat sheet modules with different gas and liquid flow rates: (I) cap-bubbly flow; (II) transition bubbly flow; (III) steady bubbly flow; (a) pre-mixing method in water; (b) pre-mixing method in ethanol solution; (c) aerator nozzle in water; (d) aerator nozzle in ethanol solution.](image-url)
channel. In this circumstance, the air bubbles tend to aggregate in a limited space to form a gas layer, which loses its significance. Certainly, in non-coalescence systems, the bubble moves upward without any obstruction, regardless of the distributor or spacers, due to the tiny size. As a consequence, the pre-mixing method and aerator nozzle were mainly focused on flat sheet modules.

Air bubbles in a rectangular channel may suffer two forces, namely buoyancy and shear force, by the liquid flow besides the friction from the channel wall. Moreover, the distributor holes offer extra resistance when bubbles pass through them. In the test module, three different flow structures were acquired under diverse gas and liquid flow rates, which are shown in Fig. 11.

As is well known, bubbly flow and cap-bubbly flow are typical flow regimes in vertical rectangular channels. Since the transition regions herein covered a wide span of liquid and gas flow rates, the bubbly flow was subdivided into transition bubbly flow and steady bubbly flow. The regions related to the three flow regimes are depicted in Fig. 11(a)–(d) for the different solutions and air sparging devices. At a relatively high gas flow rate, the bubbles are prone to coalesce caused by the confinement of the channel wall, thus the cap-bubbly flow could be observed namely in region (I). In this situation, bubbles are primarily controlled by buoyancy. On the contrary, gas bubbles are uniformly dispersed in the successive liquid phase at relatively high liquid flow rate, called region (III). By this time, the shear force provided by the liquid flow dominates. While under a moderate gas and liquid flow rate, the bubbles exhibit a larger than steady bubble flow and are prepared to further “grow” with the increase in the gas flow rate in terms of region (II).

In the pre-mixing method (Fig. 11(a) and (b)), the boundaries between regions (I) and (II) were nearly located in the same gas and liquid flow rate range for both systems, indicating that geometry restriction counteracts the anti-coalescence function of the ethanol solution. As the liquid flow rate increases, the flow regimes turn to bubbly flows gradually. During this period, the coalescence effect distinctly leads to the higher liquid flow rate required to reach region (III) for water. One thing to be noted is that the well-distributed bubbles in region (III) were still hard to cover the whole width of the channel, even in the highest liquid flow rate studied. So we could conclude that the pre-mixing method was suitable for modules with a not so high width height ratio and where it is difficult to install extra air distributing devices.

The introduction of an aerator nozzle had natural advantages of uniformly distributing the bubbles compared with the pre-mixing method, whereas a higher gas flow rate was needed to achieve bubbly flow, as described in Fig. 11(c) and (d). Since the gas flow is dispersed along the channel, the shear stress caused by the liquid flow could be dominated to drive the bubbles to pass through the distributor holes, while in the pre-mixing method, the crowded bubbles provided a greater contribution for going across. An inadequate liquid flow rate may induce the accumulation of gas to form a gas layer under the distributor, in which condition the aerator nozzle becomes meaningless because a cap-bubbly flow is always obtained. To sum up, an aerator nozzle is appropriate for modules that possess enough room for them to be installed and that have a high requirement for a good distribution of bubbles.

3.5 Two-phase flow patterns in a flat sheet module with spacers

With the incorporation of a spacer, additional resistance by spacer filaments should be taken into consideration. Similar investigation methods were conducted to investigate this as in the above section. It was found that the existence of a spacer impeded the coalescence behavior of bubbles, taking advantages of filaments blocking in water. However, the bubbles were also prone to be captured in the spacer interval, such that a higher liquid flow rate was required to wash the “trapped bubbles” out. The liquid flow rates should be higher than 0.32 m s⁻¹ and 0.29 m s⁻¹ to eliminate stagnant bubbles for the pre-mixing and air nozzle methods, respectively, in coalescence systems. Willems also found the presence of stagnant bubbles at low velocity, while at moderate speed, the bubbles could be reduced. Similarly, uniform distribution existed only when an air nozzle was adopted.

In a non-coalescence system, two bubble behaviors could be obtained, which are shown in Fig. 12. The region located in the upper-left of the red line is a low liquid flow region, where bubble aggregation is severe. This may induce much occupation of the effective membrane surface, which would harm the membrane performance. The lower-right of the red or black line demonstrates the bubbly flow region for the air nozzle and pre-mixing methods, respectively. In these areas, shear stress from liquid flow is crucial, such that other resistance could be ignored. Ascribed to the surface properties of bubbles changing in ethanol solution, the bubbles become smaller but more stable. In the pre-mixing method, a higher liquid flow should be used to push the bubbles crowded in the main flow path from escaping the spacer interval. The introduction of an air nozzle would still make the distribution more uniform. Thus it could be seen that an air nozzle enables optimization from the angle of energy consumption and a good distribution aspect, provided enough space could be offered.

Fig. 12 Bubble behavior in spacer-filled flat sheet modules with different gas and liquid flow rates in a non-coalescence system: (a) red line represents the boundary of the air nozzle method; (b) black line represents the boundary of the pre-mixing method.
4. Conclusion

The flow and bubble behavior in flat sheet modules with a distributor were investigated through direct observation. First, the pressure drop of channels fitted with a distributor and spacer of flat sheet modules was evaluated. In visualization tests, the flow regime inside the distributor holes suffered a transition from laminar to turbulent, which was beneficial to the elimination of concentration polarization, but at the cost of pressure losses.

The coalescence behavior of five different solutions were investigated and then categorized into two groups, namely the coalescence group and the non-coalescence group. Contact angle measurements demonstrated that the bubble size change in the non-coalescence group should be attributed to the surface-active substance. The bubble behavior without the effect by the channel wall was investigated in a tubular flow module. In the pre-mixing method, the bubbles exhibited an ellipsoidal shape with a long axis of 4–6 mm, which could “grow” larger as the flow increased in the coalescence system. The size of bubbles met the requirements to fulfill the cleaning effect. With regard to ethanol solution, the coalescence tendency was restricted obviously at a high gas flow rate. When an aerator head was used, smaller air bubbles of 0.5–1.5 mm were obtained under low gas flow rate in water, while in ethanol solution, the bubbles were even smaller. Thus, in this situation, the bubbles were not satisfactory.

Three flow regions were depicted for different solutions and air sparging devices with empty flat sheet modules. In the pre-mixing method, the boundaries between region (I) and (II) were nearly the same. The coalescence effect led to the higher liquid flow rate required to reach region (III) for water. The introduction of an aerator nozzle had natural advantages of uniformly distributing the bubbles, whereas a higher gas flow rate was needed to achieve bubbly flow. With the incorporation of a spacer, the liquid flow rates should be higher than 0.32 m s⁻¹ and 0.29 m s⁻¹ to eliminate stagnant bubbles for the pre-mixing and air nozzle methods, respectively, in the coalescence system, and the situation was similar in ethanol solution.

So we could conclude that the pre-mixing method was suitable for modules with a not so high width height ratio and where it is difficult to install extra air distributing devices, while an aerator nozzle is appropriate for modules that possess enough room to install them and that have a high requirement for the good distribution of bubbles. As for the use of an air sparging head, due to the limited dimensions, the performance was the same as for the pre-mixing method in water, while in ethanol solution, the bubbles approached the size of micro-bubbles and thus lost their cleaning function.

Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d_h</td>
<td>Hydraulic diameter (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>Friction factor (–)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>Length of the channel (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔP</td>
<td>Pressure drop of the channel (Pa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re</td>
<td>Liquid Reynolds number (–)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re_c</td>
<td>Critical Reynolds number (–)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re_d</td>
<td>Reynolds numbers in rectangular holes (–)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>Liquid velocity (m s⁻¹)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ</td>
<td>Liquid dynamic viscosity (Pa s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>Liquid density (kg m⁻³)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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